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Riemann and Goursat step data problems for extensible nonlinear elastic 
strings are solved in the class of regulated functions. In the first paragraph, the 
solution to the simplest initial and boundary value problem, i.e., Goursat 
problem in strains, is constructed. This solution points out four vector-valued 
functions of a vector variable, which are the tools used in solving the Goursat 
problem in velocity and the Riemann problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The system of equations describing the motion of an extensible string in 
the absence of mass forces, may be written under the form (see for instance 
Cristescu [l, p. 1931) 
with 
f(O) = 0 
f ‘(4 > 0 for E 3 0, U-2) 
f “(4 < 0 
where U = 2x/&, V = ax/at, p = constant > 0 and x is a function of class 
C2 of its argument (Y, t), in the domain (a, b) x [0, +CCJ). Y  was chosen such 
that h(r, 0) = 1 and its significance is that of an oriented length on the curve 
initially occupied by the string, measured from a fixed point on this curve. 
The function x gives the position in R3 at time t of the point on the string 
which at time t = 0 was located at X(Y, 0) on the reference curve-the curve 
initially occupied by the string. V is called the particle velocity, T is the stress 
in the string and can be only positive, p is the initial density and is assumed 
constant, h is called stretch, and E is strain. T > 0 and E > 0 reflect the fact 
that the string can support only tensions (but not compressions). 
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We now reproduce here some useful results from Suliciu’s paper [2]. Let 
(ir , is) be the standard basis in the (r, t)-plane and e = cos Bi, + sin Bis 
a unit vector. For an arbitrary point P, in the (r, t)-plane let us introduce 
the following open triangles 
4+(e) = {P; P = PO + (A, + A,) h,e + h&4 A, , A, > 0, A, + A, < l} 
4,-(e) = {Q; Q = PO + (4 + h) he - VW 4 , A, > 0, 4 + A, -c I}, 
(1.3) 
where h = hri, + hai, , h, , h, > 0, and v is a unit vector, orthogonal to e, 
such that (e, v) has the same orientation as (ir , iJ. 
Let D be a domain of the (r, t)-plane and g: D -+ R. Let P,, E D and 
e = cos Bi, + sin Bi, . We say that g has the numbers go*(P,,) as one-sided 
limits at P, , on direction e, if for any E > 0 there exist h,(c) > 0 and 
h,(e) :> 0, such that 
I ‘Y(P) - &3+(po)I < E for any P E A&,,(t9) n D 
(1.4) 
I g(Q) - go-(Po)I < E for any Q E d&)(e) n D. 
We say that g is a regulated function at P,, , in the angle [01, fi] C [0, 2n], 
if g@*(P,,) exist for any 0 E [01, /3]. We say that g is regulated on D, if it has 
one-sided limits for any P,, E D and any 0 6 [0, 27~1. The set of all regulated 
functions on D is denoted by IWO(D). 
A smooth curve 
P(s) = PO + se + O(s) v, s>,o (l-5) 
is said to be tangent to e at PO , on the right side of e, if O(s) < 0 for s positive 
and sufficiently close to 0 and lims+o~s>o O(s)/s = 0. A similar definition is 
given for a curve tangent to e at PO , on the left side of e. 
A function g E IWO(D) has, at PO E D, a derivative on the right with respect 
to direction e, if the limit 
lim g(‘(‘)) - gs-(po) = a,-g(p ) 
s-0 S 
0 
s>o 
(1.6) 
exists for any smooth curve P(s) tangent to e, at P, , on the right side of e. 
&+g(P,) is similarly defined. 
We say that g E W(D) if g E IWO(D), if it has one-sided derivatives at any 
PO G D with respect to any direction e and if, for a fixed e, @g(Po) are 
regulated functions with respect to PO E D. We denote 
C”l(D) = Co(D) n W(D). 
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A direction e = cos Oi, + sin Oi, is called a shock discontinuity direction, 
or shock wave, at P E D C R2, for the function g E [wO(D) if go+(P) # g,-(P). 
We say that e is a rarefaction direction for g, at P E D, if g,+(P) = go-(P) but 
g:(P) =g;(P) # goT(P) for any 0’ # 0 and 0’ close enough to 8. A fan of 
rarefaction directions at P E D, with 01 < 0 -:< /3, is called a rarefaction fan or 
rarefaction wave [ac, /3]. For a rarefaction wave one denotes go(P) = go*(P). 
Now, turning back to Eq. (l.l), we have 
au av o 
---=, at ar 
a first-order conservative system of six equations for six unknown 
::&tions. According to (1.2), Eq. (1.7) ’ IS a hyperbolic system. 
The aim of this paper is to find weak solutions of the system (1.7) (see 
Lax [3]) under the following assumption: 
(i) x is a function of class Co1 on a domain D C R2. Therefore x will 
have one-sided partial derivatives with respect to Y and t, of class IWO(D). 
From the physical point of view this means that the string remains continuous 
but corners may appear at some of its points and the velocity may suffer 
jumps during the motion. 
Since U and V are regulated functions and verify (1.7) in a weak sense, the 
following compatibility conditions will hold. 
For any P E D and any e = cos Oi, + sin Si, , one has (see Suliciu [2]) 
rly I + u (PI + P%m9 (P) = 0 
[Vi0 (P) + cfwl~ (P> = 0, 
V.8) 
where [U], (P) = U,+(P) - U,-(P), etc., and 
c, = cotan 0. (1.9) 
If  at P E D there exists a rarefaction wave [a, ,3], then for any 0 E [OL, /3] one 
has (see Mihailescu [4]) 
d(~U)80))+~ksdv~(P)=0 
dV,(P) + k, aJo = 0, 
(1.10) 
where 
k, = cotan 0, e E b, PI. (1.11) 
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In the following, the index 8 as well as the specification of point P, will be 
omitted whenever a confusion is not possible. 
The jump relations (1.8) will give two types of discontinuities (see Cristescu, 
Dind, and Suliciu [.5] and Cristescu [l]): 
(a) longitudinal discontinuities, for which [A] + 0, [T] = 0, U = AT 
(I 7 j == l), and therefore 
[VI = PI ‘5, [VI + c[Al = = 0, c2 - ITI ; 
PM 
(1.12) 
(b) transversal discontinuities, for which [A] = 0, [T] + 0, therefore 
WI = x49 [VI + 44 = 0, 
T c2 = - 
PA * 
(1.13) 
In the case of a rarefaction wave, since j U / =: 1 + E and UdU = (1 -/- e) de, 
from (1 .lO) one obtains 
t 
df - - pc2 
de 1 
de = 0. 
If, in (1.14) de # 0, one has 
df PC2 = x (1.15) 
and 
(f(c) - (1 + c) i, dT = 0. (1.16) 
Now, if in (1.16) d7 = 0, one obtains a longitudinal rarefaction wave for which 
dT = 0, dV = -cdU. (1.17) 
The term between parentheses in relation (1.16) cannot vanish for all E > 0 
according to condition (1.2), but there may exist only one value of the strain, 
let it be or , for which this term becomes equal to zero; then, the tangent at 
(6~ , f (CT)) to the curve (E, f Cc)), E 2 0, will pass through (- 1, 0). Therefore, 
if in a longitudinal rarefaction wave one of the one-sided limits of the strain 
on a direction of the rarefaction fan is equal to or , then that direction may 
become a transversal shock, and it will split the rarefaction fan into two parts. 
Returning to relation (1.14), if de = 0, one has 
f -- - c2 \ 
1tc p\ 
dT =O, 
which gives 
f 
PC2 = 1+E ) (1.19) 
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i.e., the rarefaction fan degenerates into a single discontinuity direction, 
which is a transversal shock. 
In order to ensure unique solutions for the problems considered in this 
paper, one will adopt (see Suliciu [2]) the following. 
PRINCIPLE. A shock discontinuity is possible only when a rarefaction fan 
is not possible. 
In our case, this principle is equivalent to Lax’s entropy condition for 
shocks (see Lax [3]). 
2. THE GOURSAT PROBLEM IN STRAINS 
Let us state the Goursat local problem in strains, for the class of regulated 
functions. 
Let P,, E D and let Ua+, V,,+, U, be given vectors in R3; the problem con- 
sists then in finding two functions U and V, regulated at P,, , in the angle 
[0, n/2], which satisfy relations (1.8), (l.lO), and verify the following condi- 
tions 
UL,(P,> = u,+, v&&J = V,’ 
(2.1) 
QLT,(Po) = u, . 
In other words, one has to determine the discontinuity directions at P,, 
together with the one-sided limits of the unknown functions U and V. 
According to relations (1.12), (1.13), (1.15), the quantities 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
will give the slope, at P,, , of transversal and longitudinal shocks and longitu- 
dinal rarefaction directions, respectively. 
Let Q. be that strain for which the tangent to the curve (E,~(E)), 
E > 0, passes through (- 1, 0) and let, in (2.1), U,,+ = (1 + es+) ~sof, 
u, = (1 + 9) =1 . From (2.2)-(2.4) and (1.2) one will have 
c(d) < D(d) 
c(C) < D(c', E") 
for E’, l n < or (2.5) 
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and 
C(d) > D(d) 
C(ET) = D(ET) 
for E’ > cr. (2.6) 
Therefore, in solving problem (2.1) we distinguish two cases. 
(1) co+ < CT . 
(la) 0 < e1 < ~a+. 
According to (1.12), (1.13), and (2.5), the solution will be a longitudinal 
shock D(E,+, or) which separates the constant states (es+, ~a+, V$) and 
(el , 7,,+, V+) with 
v+ = v,+ - D(q)+, El) (El - Eof) To+ 
and a transveral shock C(Q), separating the states (Q , T,,+, V+) and (Q , or , V,), 
where 
Vl = Vclf + [Q(q) + q%+, Cl> (CO+ - 41 To+ - Q(El) =I 
A, = 1 + E1 . 
(2.7) 
(lb) q)+ < El < Fj” . 
Using (1.13), (1.17), and (2.5) one gets a longitudinal rarefaction fan 
between the slopes D(E,,+) and O(Q) connecting the constant states 
(~a+, Q+, V,,+) and (C 1 , T,,+, V+) such that on a direction D(Z), E,,+ < c < <I , 
of the fan the state is given by 
( 
E”, Too+, v = v,+ - To+ 
s :+ qif) a); co 
a transversal shock c(el) between the states (Q , us+, V+) and (Q , or , VI), 
with 
Vl = v,+ + 
[ 
&C(Q) - 1’: qt> a] To+ - 4C(El) T’1 . P-8) 
co 
(By the state on a direction of a rarefaction fan, we understand the equal 
one-sided limits of the solution on that direction.) 
(14 El > ET . 
The solution will be a rarefaction fan between D(Q+) and II( such that 
on a direction D(Z), l a+ < z < eT , of the fan, the state is given by 
(- 
E, To+, 5 = v,+ - To+ ; 
409/52/I-2 
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over the last direction of this fan, a transversal shock c(q) is superposed, 
separating (Ed, ~a+, V(E~)) and (or , or , V+), with 
at last a rarefaction fan between II(+) and D(Q), such that on a direction 
D(c*), ET < E* < El ) of the fan, the state is given by 
E*, 71 , V* = V+ - or I:‘D([) df) , 
the final state being (Q , or , V,), with 
V, = V,+ + 
(2) Ej- ,< q)+. 
By c,,+ we denote that strain for which the curve (E,~(E)), E 3 0, intersects 
the straight line T = c(Q+) (1 + E), i.e., the strain with the property 
c(~r,+) = c(E,,+). Then 
and 
c(E,,+) < D(q,+, E’) 
c(L) < D(q,+, E’) 
for 0 < E’ < <s+ (2.10) 
c(q,+) > D(q,+, E’) 
c(L) > D(q,+, E’) 
for Es+ < E’ < Ed+. (2.11) 
Thus, one will distinguish the following cases. 
(2a) 0 < or < ?a+. 
The solution is a longitudinal shock D(cl , E,,+) separating the states 
(%I+7 q,+, V,+) and (q , q,+, Vf), with 
8+ = V,+ + D(Q , E,,+)(Q+ - cl) q,+, 
and a transversal shock ~(6~) which separates (cl , ~a+, V+) from (cl , or , V,) 
where 
V, = V,,+ + b444 + D(Q , <,,+I (q,+ - 41 ho+ - MQ) ‘cl . (2.12) 
(2b) &,+ < l 1 < E,,+. 
One will get a transversal shock c(E,,+) between the states (q,+, ‘co+, Vaf) 
and (~a+, 7r , V+), with 
V’- = v,+ + ho’c(q)‘) (To+ - T1), 
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and a longitudinal shock D(E~ , es+) between the states (co+, or , V+) and 
(cl , 71 , Vl>, where 
v, = v,+ + Ao+C(E”+) Toi - [ho+c(~o+) - D(E1 ) Eo-) (co+ - Cl)] T1 . (2.13) 
(24 qJ+ < El . 
The solution will be the following: a transversal shock c(Q+) separating the 
states (E$, T,,+, V,+) and (Q+, or , V+), with 
V’ = v,+ + h,+C(E,+) (Toi - T1); 
then a rarefaction fan between D(E,+) and D(Q) such that the state on a 
direction D(C), c,,+ < z < <I , of the fan is given by 
( 
E”, Tl , v = v,+ + h,+C(E,+) To+ - 
[ 
h,+C(c,+) + 
1 ‘+ W) d5 ‘cl 60 I) 
and the final state is (Q , or , V,), where 
v, = v,+ + h,+C(E,+) To + - [ho++;+) + j’: D(t) dl] ~1 . (2.14) 
(0 
Therefore, the Goursat local problem in strains (2.1) has a unique solution 
for any given data (2.1). Th e solutions obtained in cases (1) and (2) will point 
out two functions, denoted fi+ and fi+ which, for fixed U,,+, V,+, associate 
to any U, = (1 + Q) ~~ from (2. l), the value V, = Vi=,,,(P,,). These func- 
tions are defined by relations (2.7)-(2.9) and (2.12)-(2.14) as follows: 
v = fl’(U; u,+, v,+> 
v,+ + [AC(E) + D(E, q)+> (co+ - c)] To+ - AC(‘) T, 
i [ 
0 < E < co+ 
ZZ V,+ + AC(C) - j’+ D(t) d5] y,+ - WC) T, co’ < 6 < CT % 
q)+ < ET 
ET < E 
(2.15) 
v = f2’(U; u,+, V,f) 
1 
v,+ + [AC(E) + D(E, co+) (Eo+ - E)] To+ - AC(E) 7, 0 < E < i$)+ 
v,+ + h,+C(F,+) To+ - [x,+c(~,+) - Lye, co+> (co+ - G)] 7, 
z i,+ < E < co+ 
v,+ + &+c(%+) =o + - 
L 
&+c(~,,+) + j’ W) &T %+ 1 7, Kof < E, _ + l T <: co (2.16) 
where U = (1 + l ) T and h = 1 + E. 
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Let us notice that the Goursat local problem in strains may also be stated 
under another form. 
Let P,, ED and U,-, V,-, U, be given vectors in R3; the problem consists 
in finding two functions U and V, regulated at PO , in the angle [n/2, ~1, 
which satisfy (1.8) (1.10) and verify the following conditions 
U,;,(Po) = uo-, V.G,(P,) = v,- 
GLlz(po) = u, * 
(2.17) 
The solution to problem (2.17) can be obtained in the same way as the 
solution of problem (2.1). We write here only the functions fi- and fi-, 
defined in the same manner asfi+ and fi+, but for problem (2.17). 
v = fl-(U; u,-, v,-) 
V,- - [AC(E) + D(E, E~-)(E~- - e)] q- + AC(E) r, 0 < E < co- 
V,- - AC(E) - SC D(t)df 
1 
TV- + AC(E) T, E,,- < 6 ,< ET z co- 
ET < E 
Et)- 6 ET (2.18) 
v = f2-(U; u,-, v,-) 
Vo- - [XC(E) + D(E, E~-)(E~- - c)] ro- + AC(E) T’, 0 < E < co- 
vo- - 4-c(c)y + [AO-c(q) - D(E, E~-)(E~- - c)] T, 
co- < E & co- 
vo- - A,-c(co-) ro- + D(t)@ 1 7, co- < E, 
ET < Eo- (2.19) 
where U,- = (1 + co-) TAO- = hO-~o-, U = (1 + c) ‘c = AT and CO- is that 
strain with the property c(E,-) = c(E~-), if co- > cT . 
It is easily seen that the solutions to problems (2.1) and (2.17) are perfectly 
described by the form of fi* and fif, i.e., these functions determine the final 
velocity V = V&,,,s(Po) as well as all the discontinuity directions at PO and 
the corresponding one-sided limits on them. 
Since fi* and fi* will be used for solving the Goursat problem in velocity 
and the Riemann problem, let us now examine more closely their structure. 
Consider for instance, the function fi+ which maps the domain / U 1 > 1 
of R3 into R3. 
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LEMMA. The map fo+: {I U 1 > I} ---f R3 is continuous and it is bijective 
on IUI >l. 
Proof. The continuity of fl+ follows immediately from its expression 
(2.15). From the same expression we remark that 
where 
v = fl’(U; uo+, v,+) = V+(X) + r(h) T, 
and 
w4, 
Y(h) = 
h-44 + j- D(t) df> 
ET 
h=l+E. 
Since, according to (2.21), 
v+(h) z V$ + 4) ?3+, (2.23) 
A> 1, (2.20) 
1 < x < x0+ 
A,+ < x < x, 
h, < A 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
the image throughfif of any sphere I U ( = h = constant, X >, 1, will also be 
a sphere of center V+(X) on the straight line d = {V,,+ + a-c,+; a E R}, and 
radius r(h). We shall prove that the center V+(X) of these spheres moves on 
d when h increases from Ve+ = V+(l) to Vs+ = V+(A,); in the same time the 
corresponding radius increases with A, such that A, < X, implies the strict 
inclusion fi+({l U I = X1}) Cfl+({\ U 1 = ha}). 
Indeed, let us consider the function (Y: [l, +CQ) + R from (2.23); CL is 
differentiable and dol/dh > 0, 1 < X < A, . Consider now the points 
V+(X) - Y(h) To+ = v,+ + [a(h) - Y(A)] To+, x3 1; 
the function /3: [I, + CD) -+ R, ,B(h) = al(h) - r(X) is differentiable and 
d/3ldh < 0 for h > 1. 
We prove now easily that fi+ is injective. Let U, = h,~, and U, = hs~s ,
A, , A, > 1, U, # U, . If A, # A, then obviously fi+(U,) # fi+(U,) as they lay 
on different spheres. If A, = A, but 7r # ~a then fi+(U,) # fi+(U,) follows 
immediately from (2.15). 
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It remains to show thatf,+ is surjective on / U 1 > 1. Let V E R3, V # V,,+. 
If 1 v - V,’ j > r* = Y(&), then V =fr+(U), U == (1 + C) 7, where 
v - v,+ 
--pTvv 
and E is determined from 
s 
’ D(E) d[ = j V - V,+ ) - y3 . 
‘T 
If 1 v - v,+ j < Ya ) V $ d, consider the function H: [I, hr] + R, 
H(h) = 1 V - V(h)1 - r(h). H is differentiable, dH/dh < 0, 1 < X < h, and 
H(1) > 0, H(X,) < 0. Therefore there exists a unique h* E (1, X,) such that 
H(h*) = 0, and we have 
and 
v =fi’(U), u = A*7 
7 = - ,;-jyJ), . 
If I v - v,+ I < Y2 but VEd, then V = V,+ + at,+. For a < ~(1) or 
a > a(&) one finds, as before, a unique X* E (1, /\r) such that V =fr+(U), 
U = h*~,,f. For ol(1) < a < CC(&), the function 
H(h) = I V - V(h)/ - r(h) = I a - a(h)/ - Y(A) 
is continuous on [l, X,] and there exists x E (1, Xr) with a = a(x). Then 
H( 1) > 0, H(X) < 0, H(h,) < 0 and dH/dh < 0 for /\ E (1, r;> and h E (x, hr); 
thus there is a unique X* E (1, A) with H(X*) = 0. 
Finally, if V = Va+, then V =fi+(U) for any U on the unit sphere 
IUj=l. 
3. THE GOURSAT PROBLEM IN VELOCITY AND THE RIEMANN PROBLEM 
As for the Goursat problem in strains, the Goursat local problem in 
velocity may be stated in two ways. 
Let P,, ED and let Ue+, Va+, V, (respectively U,,-, V,-, V,) be given 
vectors in R3; the problem consists in finding two functions U and V, regu- 
lated at P,, in the angle [0,77/2] (respectively [n/2, rr]), which satisfy relations 
(1.8) and (1 .lO) and verify the following conditions 
U,‘cp,) = uo+, V&p,) = v,+ 
(3.1) 
KwlZPO> = VI 
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(respectively, 
U,;,(Po) = u,-7 V&P,) = v,- 
(3.2) 
YL,2(Po) = VI>. 
PROPOSITION 1. Problem (3.1), respectively (3.2), has a unique solution for 
any V, f  V,+ + D(E,+, 0) Q+T~+, respectively V, # V,- - D(E,,-, 0) E~-T~-, 
where U,+ = (1 + et,+) ~a+, U,- = (1 + ~a-) T,,-. 
The proof follows immediately from the lemma. 
When V, = V,+ + D(E,+, 0) E,,+T,,+, the solution still exists but it is no 
more unique as one obtains •;,~(PJ = 0 and T,/~(PJ is undetermined; this 
is quite natural since a string in an undeformed state can take any form. 
Now, let us state the Riemann local problem. 
Let P0 E D and let U,,+, Vat, U,-, V,- be given vectors in R3; the problem 
requires to find two functions U and V, regulated at P, in the angle [0, ~-1, 
which satisfy (1.8) and (1.10) and verify the following conditions 
U,‘_,(P,) = u,+, VL,(Po) = VII+ 
U&P,) = u,, V&P,) = v,-. 
(3.3) 
PROPOSITION 2. Problem (3.3) has a unique solution if 
where 
V,- - I’,,+ # D(E,+, 0) l ,,+T,,+ + D(c,-, 0) ~g,,- (3.4) 
u,+ = (1 + e$) 7s+, u,- = (1 + Co-) 70-. 
Proof. According to (1.8) and (1.9) for any P, E D, direction i, can not 
be a shock discontinuity direction. Then, one can consider the problem (3.3) 
as consisting of two Goursat problems, i.e., a problem (2.1) and a problem 
(2.17), subjected to the condition that their solutions coincide for 0 = 77/2. 
Assume, for instance, l s+ < or , l s- < or . Thus, the proof will consist 
in finding a unique point U E R3, 1 U / > 1, such that 
f1’(U; VI+, v,+j = f1-(U; u,-, v,-1. 
In other words, one has to find a unique X* > 1, such that the spheres 
fi+({l U 1 = X*>) and fi-((l U 1 = h*}) be tangent to each other; then, the 
point U we are looking for, will be U = ham, where T is determined by the 
direction of the vector connecting the centers of the two above mentioned 
spheres. 
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Suppose now Q- < l a+ and let us introduce the following notations 
v,- - p-(E) + D(E, co-> (q- - e)l 70-y 1 < h < A,- 
V-(X) = 
v,- - 
L 
AC(E) - J” D(f) d[ 1 To,-, x0- < h < hr co- 
v,- = v-(A,-). 
We notice first that condition (3.4) is nothing else but 
(3.5) 
h’({l u I = 11) Zh-(0 u I = l>>* 
Then, using the notations (2.21), (2.22), and (3.5) and according to the lemma, 
one has the following cases: 
(4 If 
I V+(h,-) - v,- / < 2h,-c(e,-), 
then fr+(S,-) and fi-(So-) d o intersect, where So- = {I U [ = Ao-}; there- 
fore, there exists a unique A* E (0, Ao-] such that the spheres fr+(S*) and 
&(S*), S* = {I U I = A*} are tangent to each other. 
(b) If 
1 v+p,-) - v,- / > 2h,-c(r,-), 
then we have two possibilities. 
@I) I v,+ - V-(&+>I < 2&l+~(~,+), 
thus fr+(S,+) and jr-(So+), So+ = (1 U 1 = A,+}, do intersect and therefore 
there exists a unique A* E (A,-, A,+], such that fr+(S*) and fi-(S*), 
S* = (I U I = A*) are tangent, and 
(‘4 j v,+ - V-@,+)I > u,+c(E,+), 
which again, leads to two possibilities. 
hd I v,+ - v,- I < 2&4%-), 
and, as fr+(S,) and jr-(&.), S, = (1 U j = A,} do intersect, there exists a 
unique A* E (A,+, AT] such that fr+(S*) and fi-(S*), S* = {I U I = A*} are 
tangent. 
(W I v,+ - v,- I > %-4~,), 
which has an immediate solution: the point U = A%, A* > A,, where the 
spheres fr+(S*) and fr-(S*), S* = (1 U 1 = A*) are tangent, is the middle 
of the segment connecting V,f and V,-. 
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The proof is similar for es+ < E,,-, as for the other cases. 
If condition (3.4) is not satisfied, the Riemann problem still has a solution 
but it is no more unique, as one obtains e&,a(P,,) = 0, therefore ~&,,a(P,,) 
remains undetermined. 
Remark 1. Goursat and Riemann problems can be also stated as global 
problems. For instance, the Riemann global problem is the following. 
Let P,, = (r, , t,) E D and U,,+, Vaf, U,-, V,- be given vectors in R3; then, 
one has to determine two functions U and V, regulated in the half-plane 
iy >, To , t 3 to}, which satisfy (1.8) and (1.10) and verify the conditions 
Us+=&, to)= u,+, 
G&o , t) = u,-, 
VL&, to) = V,’ 
XL&, , t) = v, 
for r >, r0 
for t 3 t, . (3.6) 
The solution to problem (3.6) is obtained directly from the solution to the 
local problem (3.3). Indeed, one has only to extend the discontinuity directions 
of the local problem, in the whole half-plane together with the solution 
obtained on them. 
Remark 2. Let us consider now the case in which mass forces are present, 
the string is nonhomogeneous, i.e., p = p(r), and the constitutive law has the 
form T = f(~, I). Conditions (1.2) are assumed to hold for any r E (a, b), and 
p and f are assumed to be continuous functions of r. Then, dynamic compa- 
tibility conditions (1.8) and (1.10) will h ave the same form and the solutions 
to local Goursat and Riemann problems will be the same as before. However, 
one can no more extend directly the solution of the local problem to a solution 
for the global problem. 
Remark 3. In relation (1.2) one has assumed f”(c) < 0 for E > 0. If 
f”(e) < 0 for E 3 0, i.e., f may also be linear on some segments, then one 
will have two cases. If the linear part off is not of the form f (c) = 1 + E, 
the solution to Goursat and Riemann problems are obtained in the same way 
as above, taking only into account that, on the linear part off, longitudinal 
rarefaction fans become longitudinal shocks. 
If the function f has a linear part of the form f (e) = 1 + E, E E [or , ~a], then 
on the segment [Q , ~a], one gets a transversal shock superposed on a longi- 
tudinal one. 
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